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There Is
Something

Special About
the Sea, That
Calls to Me.

Holidays By the Sea

the rhythm of the waves lapping against the shore 
gently soothe my spirit.

the cooling breezes gently caress my face with
relief from the heat, unrelenting and intense. 

the waves crest and break creating lacy 
surf patterns along the shoreline.

the surfers and swimmers provide a colorful
display

 of daring and adventure to entertain all day long.  
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That Calls to Me.

Holidays By the Sea

In the winter season, Eilat becomes
my holiday destination.

This painting, "Holiday in Eilat" will
be familiar to those who have

enjoyed sitting under a palm tree
on the beach, or walking the

Tayelet (promenade) a favorite
morning routine.

Calm, Contentment and Contemplation

A time -out by the sea refreshes one's spirit and creates a quiet time to consider relationships,
projects and next steps. The best creative ideas seem to pop up naturally when one is relaxed

and quiet. This is heaven on earth for many people who are constantly on call for work,
demands, phone calls and emails and who seem to be in perpetual motion. Does this describe

your daily routine?
 

Take a time-out and head for the beach. The problems and worries will find a solution another
day. Returning home with an inner calm, a feeling of being energized and ready to go again is

all you need, and you can make do with a couple of nights or a few days of nature and nurture.
Remember that famous ad for Mastercard, where people are portrayed as totally chilling or

enjoying life, and it ends with, this, or something like it; "for everything else, there's
Mastercard." That's how I feel by the sea.

 

 



Netanya My Favorite Summer Holiday By
the Sea

The opening vista is one I subsequently painted, although it was not summer scene. The painting is called,
"Windswept". You can still imagine the cooling breezes as you walk along the Tayelet.This is my favorite
morning activity.  After strolling the Tayelet we usually head to the town center for a refreshment stop at
Perugino's Bakery.  They have wonderful coffee and pastries which will tempt you to forgo any dieting..

Independence Square is the Center  of town; one of the nicest places to spend time because the City
has added seating of various kinds all through the square. Day or night, the residents and visitors will

be enjoying the social scene on the square.Sometimes there are activities for kids. There is also a huge
screen with entertainment and occasionally music events. It's homey but nice.

Most hotels offer a breakfast buffet that is quite substantial and will keep you feeling full until dinner, but there
are also a variety of cafes and fast food places lining the square. The outdoor tables, under an umbrella are an
option but we have our favorites cafes along the Tayelet, which we prefer. There has been an influx of French -

Jewish nationals in recent years so Morroccan and French cooking are the most trendy menu items.



Leah's Favorite Sea 
Holiday Places

 in Israel

Hope your Summer
Holiday

 was wonderful too.

Leah


